We estimate the effective heavy quark and antiquark potential in the quark gluon plasma using the gravity dual theory. Two models are considered: AdS 5 and Sakai-Sugimoto model. The effective potential, obtained by using the rotating fundamental open-string configurations, has the angular momentum dependence which generalizes the static central potential. Motivated by the asymptotic form for zero angular momentum state, we fit the effective potential for J = 1, 2 states in the binding region. The fitting parameters are found to be functions of temperature. Finally, we discuss the differences and similarities of the effective potential between the two gravity dual models. An interesting result is that position of the minimum of the potential is determined only by angular momentum and independent of the temperature. * oaanti02@iastate.edu †
I. INTRODUCTION
J/ψ, a cc bound state, is a good probe for the formation as well as the properties of the quark gluon plasma (QGP). At low temperature, the interaction between c andc can be phenomenologically described as Coulomb-like potential 1/r. Because of confinement, one would expect there is additional linear potential σr which is dominant at long distance. When the temperature increases, the string tension σ decreases. At the critical temperature where deconfinement phase transition takes place, one would expect that σ ≃ 0. In QGP, the existence of deconfined quarks and gluons would modify the interaction between quark and antiquark such that the static potential
where r D , Debye screening radius, is the decreasing function of temperature. Roughly speaking, once the screening radius is smaller than the radius of J/ψ, the quarkonium will dissociate.
The dissociation of J/ψ can be used as the signature of the formation of QGP formation as well as its temperature profile [1] .
One can calculate the heavy quark and antiquark potential using the AdS/CFT correspondence [2, 3] . At zero temperature, the potential [4] 
where λ 4 ≡ g 2 Y M N ≡ 4πg s N and r is the distance between quark and antiquark. One can see that the potential is proportional to −1/r. However, the confining potential σr is dominant at large distance in cold nuclear matter. Therefore we can see this model is more accurate to the deconfined phase where the σ disappears, which requires the temperature to be higher than the deconfinement temperature T c . In order to take into account the temperature and thermal phenomena of the gauge plasma, one can consider a Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter Type IIB supergravity compactification [5] .
In the gravitational dual picture, the meson is obtained using the fundamental string whose two ends are connected with the probe brane. The two ends of this string represent the quark and antiquark separately. The position of the probe brane sitting at certain point in the radial direction is proportional to the mass of the quark. Since one expect that the presence of the probe brane would not affect the geometry in the leading order, it is necessary to put the probe brane far away from the branes which produce the gravitational background, and hence the large mass of the quark and antiquark. In the dual picture, there are two configurations which are competing with each other. One is the fundamental string connecting the quark and antiquark which corresponds to the bound state. The other is the two strings stretching from the probe brane to the horizon which represents the free quark and antiquark. At given temperature, one needs to compare the energy difference of these two configurations. It is used to determine the critical separation between quark pairs at which the bound states dissociate.
The dissociation of bound state really implies the situation when the energy of the parallel strings is lower than the connected configuration. Then it is always preferred energetically for the pair to be separated as free quarks. Using this strategy, one would see that at finite temperature the potential between heavy quark and antiquark exhibits short-range asymptotic behaviour [6] which is qualitatively similar to the color-screened potential in Eqn. (1) .
The results from the gravity dual theory show that the static heavy quark potential has −1/r behaviour at zero temperature and short-range asymptotic behaviour at the finite temperature.
This results in scaling of the screening length L * with 1/T for states with zero angular momentum. It was also demonstrated that the screening length of the quark antiquark state scales with velocity of the moving meson as [7] . However, one may ask if we can obtain the effective potential for the excited heavy quark bound states with nonzero angular momentum from the gravity dual theory. Excited heavy quark and antiquark bound states could have the non-zero angular momentum and spin. The potential between heavy quarks which can move arbitrarily in the bound states would depend on the spin, angular momentum, as well as the velocity (e.g. see explicit form calculated using dual QCD in Ref. [8] ). Therefore, the potential would be more complicated than the static potential. Once the complete potential between heavy quark pairs is obtained, we can use it in the Schrödinger equation to get the complete spectrum of the mesonic states (see e.g. Ref. [9] ).
Due to the success of the gravity dual theory to describe the static potential of heavy quark pair, we are optimistic and hope to estimate the equivalent potential for the excited bound states from the gravity dual picture. To obtain the gravity dual picture, we boost the gravitational background metric [10] for two different models: AdS 5 and Sakai-Sugimoto model. Taking advantage of the numerical technique, we calculate the effective potential of excited bound state as a function of the separation between quark pairs r, at fixed angular momentum J and temperature T . The result shows that for each fixed angular momentum J and given temperature T , the effective potential becomes positive at small distance due to the angular momentum effect being dominant in this region. At the intermediate distance,
the potential turns negative where the static binding potential dominates. Finally it becomes positive again at large distance because of screening effect. We also calculate the static potential for ℓ ≡ J = 0 at nonzero temperature for two different models. The difference between the two models is discussed.
This paper is organized as the following. In Section II, we demonstrate how introduction of the angular momentum barrier allows the effective potential to become positive at large distance, and therefore the existence of the "screening length". In Section III, we analytically and numerically obtain the effective potential for ℓ = 0 and excited ℓ = 1, 2 bound states of heavy quark pair using the gravity dual models. The shape of effective potential produced by the gravity dual models are qualitatively similar to the expected 4-dimensional result from Section II. Significant differences between the two gravity dual models, n = 3, 4, are discussed.
In Section IV, fitting of the effective potential for excited ℓ = 1, 2 states to the asymptotic form V ef f = C n − α n /r 2/(n−2) motivated from ℓ = 0 case is performed and shows exceptionally good fit. We summarize our results in Section V.
II. HEAVY QUARK AND ANTIQUARK POTENTIAL
Because of the larger mass of heavy quark e.g. charm and bottom, the bound states of heavy quark and antiquark can be described using the potential model. One can expect that the heavy quark and antiquark bound state may be described by the solutions of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation [9, 11] 
where µ is the reduced mass of the quark-antiquark, with µ = m/2 for cc, bb quarkonium states.
For the central potential, the wave function Ψ(r) can be written as where R(r) is the radial wave function and Y ℓm is the spherical harmonic function. With this substitution, the radial wave function satisfies
One can define the effective potential
where ℓ is the quantum number for the orbital angular momentum. The term induced by orbital angular momentum ℓ(ℓ + 1)h 2 /2µr 2 forms an angular momentum "barrier" ∼ 1/r 2 dominating at small distance r. This angular momentum barrier is crucial when we consider fundamental differences between ℓ = 0 and ℓ > 0 quarkonium states when they are submerged into the QGP as we will see in the following.
In the deconfined phase such as QGP, the linear confining potential σr becomes zero. The remaining is the Coulomb-like potential which would be screened by the plasma. Analogous to the QED plasma, the screening QCD potential between quark and antiquark in the quarkonium submerged in the gauge plasma can be expressed as in Eqn.
(1). The effective potential then
where r D is the Debye screening radius.
The effective potential for ℓ = 0 state approaches zero from below but never actually crosses over and becomes positive. On the other hand, the potential barrier induced when ℓ > 0 modifies the total potential such that at finite distance L * > r D , the effective potential changes sign and becomes positive for r > L * as is shown in Fig. 1 . To distinguish L * where V ef f actually becomes zero from the Debye screening radius r D , we will call it "screening length"
hereafter.
We can see that the angular momentum induces significantly distinctive features to the effective potential and consequently to the behaviour of the excited quarkonium states. It is desirable to understand the more precise form of the potential as well as its dependence on the temperature so that we would gain more understanding of the properties of the QGP as well as the determining factors of the melting of quarkonia with varying angular momentum when they are submerged into the plasma.
III. EFFECTIVE QUARK ANTIQUARK POTENTIAL FROM GRAVITY DUAL MODELS
In Section II, one can see that nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation may be used to solve the heavy quark bound states provided that we have the correct form of the potential. The question is the exact nature of the screening potential between quark and antiquark in the deconfined phase at finite temperature. Analogy to QED plasma suggests the form of the screening potential in the form of the Debye screening, Eqn. (1). This form is expected from the perturbative calculation [12] but there is no guarantee it would remain valid in the regime where the 't Hooft coupling is large.
A complementary approach to calculate the effective potential when the gauge interaction is strongly coupled with the large 't Hooft coupling is by means of the AdS/CFT correspondence [4] . One may ask if it is possible to obtain ℓ dependent effective potential V ef f (r, ℓ) in the gravitational dual picture. In the following part, we are going to obtain this kind of effective potential by boosting the background metric.
In order to calculate the potential between the rotating quark and antiquark pair, we consider the following 5 dimensional metrics
where
u is the radial direction. z is the direction perpendicular to the plane of rotation and position of the horizon u h = 16 9
T for n = 3, 4 respectively. The n = 3 metric, known as Sakai-Sugimoto model [13] (we ignore details of the compact 5 dimensional manifold here assuming no Kaluza-Klein excitations with respect to these directions) in the high temperature phase [14] , is the near-horizon limit of the metric induced by a configuration of N c D4-branes intersecting with N f D8-branes and N f anti-D8-branes. The The n = 4 metric is the near-horizon limit of the metric induced by a configuration of N D3-branes in the 1+9 dimensional background. In this limit, the non-compact 5 dimensional subspace is approximately AdS 5 . The string theory in this background is dual to the supersymmetric N = 4 Yang-Mills in 1+3 dimensions when the other compact 5 dimensional manifold is S 5 . The horizon in the gravity picture induces the scale and Hawking temperature into the theory [5] . These quantities are identified as Λ QCD and temperature of the quark gluon plasma in the dual gauge picture.
In order to calculate the potential between quark and antiquark in the gravity dual picture, it is suffice to consider the classical action of the string configuration.
The Nambu-Goto action is given by
In order to calculate the potential and solve the equation of motion, we assign the following ansatz for the rotating connected-string configuration,
The Nambu-Goto action becomes
where u ′ is the derivative with respect to ρ.
Then the potential for the connected string configuration whose ends located at ρ = ρ 0 is
The conserved angular momentum can be calculated from ∂L/∂ω as
We will identify the classical angular momentum J of the classical string with the orbital angular momentum quantum number ℓ of the quarkonium (instead of ℓ(ℓ + 1)) and use them interchangeably in this article. The quantum mechanical spin of the quark and antiquark in the quarkonium will be ignored since we consider only the bosonic string in the gravity dual picture.
The corresponding regulating potential for the parallel strings configuration becomes
1/n , the minimum distance in the u-direction for rotating parallel strings. It is interesting to note that in the rotating metric, the position of horizon where parallel strings end is shifted from u h to
The equation of motion for the connected-string configuration is
For general situation where ω = 0, we can numerically solve the equation of motion for a given boundary condition u(ρ 0 ) = u max , u ′ (ρ 0 ) → ∞ and given value of the ω. The relationship between V ef f and other quantities such as J and r ≡ 2ρ 0 can be obtained by eliminating the parameter ω.
In this article, we set u max = 20, R n = 1 throughout our numerical analysis. The dependence of V ef f on R for u max → ∞ limit is R For this case, we have additional constant of the motion since the Lagrangian does not depend on ρ explicitly,
from which
n n , and u max is position of the probe brane. The effective potential V − V ′ , from Eqn. (13) and Eqn. (15), can then be expressed as
For T = 0 in the u max → ∞ limit of this ω = 0 (ℓ = 0) case, the regulated potential becomes
.
The potential has the form V ∼ −λ 5 /r 2 , − √ λ 4 /r with the 't Hooft coupling λ 5,4 = 27πR for n = 3, 4 respectively, in agreement with Ref. [15] .
For nonzero temperature in u max → ∞ limit, by using asymptotic expansion as in Ref. [6] ,
we can obtain the leading order contribution with respect to λ as (see generic form for general
where λ = λ 5,4 for n = 3, 4 and C n (T ) is a constant which is the increasing function with respect to the temperature and that C n (0) = 0, and 
Note that the screening length L * is independent of λ regardless of n.
The numerical plots of the effective potential at nonzero temperature for each gravity dual are presented in Fig. 2 . We found that the fits to 1/r 2 , 1/r for n = 3, 4 are valid with great accuracy for the physical range of r close to the screening length into the binding region. The asymptotic expansion works very well as long as the physical range of r under consideration is not too large. This provides a strong motivation to fit the form Eqn. (21) to the binding region of more complicated cases with ℓ > 0 as we will see in Section IV.
For (ω) ℓ > 0 case, since we are more familiar with the Coulomb-like potential ∼ 1/r from the n = 4 AdS 5 gravity dual, we will first consider the effective potential calculated in this case in subsection III A. The effective potential calculated in the n = 3 Sakai-Sugimoto model will then be considered subsequently in subsection III B. Comparison between the two gravity dual models will be discussed in subsection III C. As in Eqn. (7), we expect that inclusion of the angular momentum barrier brings in positive 1/r 2 term dominant at small r as well as reducing the value of the screening length L * when compared with ℓ = 0 case at the same temperature (see Table I of Ref. [16] ). The effective potential of the states with ℓ ≡ J = 1, 2 at varying temperature is given in Fig. 9, 10 respectively.
At T = 0, ℓ = 1, the potential starts with positive value at small r due to the angular momentum effect and turns negative around r = 0.04 fm. The effective potential becomes minimal at r = 0.06 fm and becomes less negative at larger distance but never becomes positive.
It is obvious that as temperature gets higher, the potential becomes weaker and the screening length gets shorter. Interestingly, the distance r 0 where the potential is minimum is the same regardless of the temperature. Position of the minimum, r 0 , is determined only by the angular momentum J of the string. As we will see later on, this interesting behaviour also exists in the case of n = 3 Sakai-Sugimoto model for both ℓ = 1, 2 cases (as long as T > T c ).
The behaviour of ℓ = 2 is very similar but somewhat fading out comparing to ℓ = 1 case. This is the sign that the state with ℓ = 2 is less tightly bound and it is much easier to dissociate than ℓ = 1. We can see that from At zero temperature for ℓ = 0 state, the potential from this metric is V ef f ∼ −λ 5 /r 2 .
Even though this is unphysical since we expect a phase transition to different metric when the temperature T drops below T c , this form of potential provides hint to what kind of r dependence the effective potential has for generic ℓ at nonzero temperature.
At nonzero temperature, the asymptotic expansion for ℓ = 0 gives V ef f ∼ −λ/r 2 + C 3 (T ).
The next-to-leading-order term C 3 is proportional to T 2 (u h (n = 3) ∼ T 2 ) as opposed to T of the n = 4 case.
For ℓ > 0, we present the results in The general shape of the potential curve for ℓ = 2 does not change much from ℓ = 1 in this metric model in contrast to the case of n = 4 metric. This is due to the smaller curvature with respect to the radial direction u of Sakai-Sugimoto model. The state with higher angular momentum will be rotating at larger distance in u coordinate and the effect of curvature will be seen more distinctively between the two gravity dual models. We can see that the melting temperature for ℓ = 2 states in n = 3 model is around 0.35 GeV, considerably higher than that of n = 4, around 0.24 GeV, as is shown in Fig. 3 . The ℓ = 2 states of n = 4 metric model dissociate much earlier and easier.
C. Comparison between the Two Metric Models
The curvature of the dual metric relevant to the physics of the gauge plasma is the one with respect to the radial direction u. In our setup, the higher n naturally implies higher curvature and we expect the n = 4, AdS 5 model to show certain enhancing effects when compared to the n = 3 Sakai-Sugimoto model. The rotating string with higher angular momentum will be spinning at further distance from the horizon and we expect to see effects of curvature more distinctive than states with lower angular momentum. These curvature effects can be seen in Fig. 3-5 . Fig. 3 shows the melting temperatures for ℓ = 1, 2 states for each gravity dual model. While the melting temperature for ℓ = 1 state of n = 4 is higher than that of n = 3, the melting temperature for ℓ = 2 state becomes drastically lower than that of n = 3 model. In Fig. 4 , it is obvious that n = 3 potential binds stronger than the potential of n = 4 metric model, with much higher binding energies. We can see that even at T = 0.20 GeV, the ℓ = 2 state of n = 4 already almost melts away while the same state of n = 3 is still strongly bound. Table I . Finally, we also found numerically that the angular momentum J does NOT depend on the temperature T , only depends on ω, r. We can see from Fig. 9 -12 that for fixed value of J and ω, r is determined to be the same for each temperature curve (points with the same ω are on the same r once J is fixed). It appears that submerging quarkonium into the QGP at varying T does not affect its angular momentum. In other words, the interaction between QGP and quark (antiquark) is radial and preserving angular momentum.
IV. FITTING OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS IN THE BINDING REGION
From Eqn. (21) in the case of ℓ = 0, it is natural to wonder if this form of effective potential also describes the binding region of the more general ℓ > 0 cases. By considering the shape of V ef f in both metric models, a simple guess is that far away from the angular momentum barrier ∼ 1/r 2 , the binding region r 0 < r < L * should be approximated to a good precision by the asymptotic form V ef f = C n (T ) − α n (T )/r 2/(n−2) . We actually found that this is the case.
In Fig. 6 and 7, the fits to ℓ ≡ J = 1 for both metric models are demonstrated at T = 0, 0.20
GeV. We also found that the same fitting works very well for the case ℓ = 2. Remarkably, the fitting works well at any temperature for both ℓ = 1, 2 for both metric models. The values of the best fit parameters for ℓ = 1, 2 are summarized in Table II, III respectively. A few observations can be made regarding the fit values of α n (T ), C n (T ). For both ℓ = 1, 2 cases, C n is an increasing function of the temperature T for both metric models. The dependence of α n on the T is a bit more complicated. For ℓ = 2 in both models, α n (T ) is a decreasing function of the temperature. On the other hand for ℓ = 1, α n (T ) increases with T until around T = 0.10 GeV, then drops steadily as T gets larger. Since the deconfinement temperature T c is larger than 0.10 GeV, we can say that in QGP phase, α n (T ), for each ℓ, n, is a decreasing function of T . This is in contrast to ℓ = 0 case where α n is constant (containing 't Hooft coupling).
In Fig. 8 , the nature of increasing function of temperature C n (T ) for ℓ = 1, 2 appears consistent with the fact that for ℓ = 0, C 3,4 (T ) ∼ T 2 , T respectively. There is small deviation at large T from the ℓ = 0 form due to rotation effects. The values of the fitting parameters α n , C n for the binding region r 0 < r < L * for the dual metric n = 3, 4 for ℓ ≡ J = 1. The values of the fitting parameters α n , C n for the binding region r 0 < r < L * for the dual metric n = 3, 4 for ℓ ≡ J = 2.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have considered the effective potential between heavy quark and antiquark being submerged in the QGP for the states with ℓ = 0, 1, 2. We have shown that even in conventional color-screened potential, introduction of the angular momentum barrier makes the excited states of quarkonium much less tightly bound, as well as making the potential at nonzero temperature crossing over zero value at finite distances. We define the distance where the effective potential turns from negative to positive as distance grows as "screening length" L * , in contrast to the screening radius r D where the potential is suppressed exponentially but not exactly zero.
The effective potentials for ℓ = 0 at zero and nonzero temperature at the leading order The angular momentum of the quark antiquark system shows independence with respect to the temperature of the QGP, depending only on ω and r. This can be understood that as long as the interaction between quark and antiquark calculated from the gravity dual models is radial, angular momentum of the bound state will not be altered as the temperature changes.
Finally, fitting of the asymptotic form V ef f = C n (T ) − α n (T )/r 2/(n−2) (motivated from ℓ = 0 case) to the potential of ℓ = 1, 2 states in both metric models works very well for zero and nonzero temperature. While the constant C n is an increasing function of temperature, the constant α n is a decreasing function for T > T c . Since n could be related to p of the Dp-branes which act as the source generating the curved background metric of the gravity dual as n = 7 − p, it is useful to express the asymptotic form of the effective potential V ef f (r, T ) for ℓ = 0 in u max → ∞ limit, Eqn. (21), as function of generic n,
B n a n r 2/(n−2) 1 + O(r 2n/(n−2) ) ,
with a n = Γ(1 − 
